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First Day
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PAUL HENLEY, bg, by Peter Henley 
Dyer
Blue and W hite
1001 2
AJAX, bg, by Guy Trogan 
Tuttle
1002 3
HANOVER COURIER, ch g, by Guy McKinn ey 
Morratt
1003 4


















CALUMET DENICISCO, br m, by Truax 
Eastman
1011 2




DAWN, by Guy Axworthy 
Bryant
1013 4
JUNE ROSE, bm , by Dobson 
Rouilliard
1014 5
ECHO HARVESTER, by George Harvester 
Pottle
1015 6
DOTTIE PLUTO by Peter Pluto 
Yeaton
1016 7
HOLLYROOD BU D D Y
1017 8
RUBY ANN, bm, by The Problem 
Robinson
Third Race





DRIVER &  
COLORS
1020 1
BELLONA, ch m, by Chestnut Peter 
Sargent 
1021 2










HANOVER MASCOT, bg. by Laurel Hall 
Haddock
Black and White i
Fourth Race
T R O T  and  P A C E
1030 1









GLANCE, bm, by Bunter 
Jordan
1034 5
ROBERT SYMBOL  bg, by Symbol S. Forrest 
Patterson
1035 6
by The Problem 
Gerow
1036 7






















VIKING, bg, by Peter Volo 
Patterson
1043 4
HANOVER COURIER, ch g, by Guy McKinney 
Morratt
1044 5
AJAX, bg, by Guy Trogan 
Tuttle
1045  6
PAUL HENLEY, bg, by Peter Henley 
Dyer 
Blue and White 
1046 7
SIGNAL RULE, bm, by Signal Peter 
Haddock  
Black and W hite
Sixth R ace
P A C E
1050 1




JUNE ROSE, bm , by Dobson 
Rouilliard
1052 3
ECHO HARVESTER, by George Harvester 
Pottle
1053 4
HOLLYROOD BU D D Y
1054 5
DAWN, by Guy Axworthy 
Bryant 
1055 6
CALUMET DENICISCO br m, by Truax 
Eastman
1056 7
R U B Y  A N N , b m by The Problem 
Robinson
1057 8














BELADON , ch  m , by Chestnut Peter 
Sargent
1 0 6 2 3




AURA, bm, by Guy Axworthy 
Carpenter
1064 5






MARILYN T., bm, by Dobson 
Rouilliard
1071 2
by Symbol S. Forrest 
Patterson
1072 3
BILLY THE KID, bc, by The Problem 
Robinson
1073 4





QUIZ, br m by The Problem 
Gerow
1076 7






— Gl a n c e  —
— M a r i l y n  T . —
